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SUBJECT: Rebranding Project 
  
FROM: Corine Reed, Marketing Manager 
 
DATE: October 3, 2016 
 
 
Action Requested 
The staff recommendation is that the Board receives a report on the FY2017 Rebranding Project 
and provides direction to staff. 
 
Background 
With the major improvements made to the fixed routes in August to make the system easier-to-
use and more convenient, and the near future introduction of premium improvements such as 
new buses, Wi-Fi on Rapid and Express routes, a new phone app, and an aggressive marketing 
plan, there has likely never been a more appropriate moment to contemplate a new brand for the 
agency. 
 
LAVTA contracted with the marketing agency PAVLOV in April of 2016 to lead the rebranding 
efforts.  PAVLOV has since conducted research and in June of 2016 presented to the LAVTA 
Board the findings for the Brand Discovery and Brand Strategy Development process.  Through 
its research with the public, and inspired by the system changes that were launched in August, 
PAVLOV recommended a guiding brand strategy built around the concept of the agency being a 
Rebel brand and Rider-Centric, meaning positive, ongoing improvement designed around people 
and their mobility needs.  
 
Within the first two months of name explorations, PAVLOV has provided the agency with 3 
rounds of names that better align with the LAVTA’S desired brand essence and strategy. 
Additionally, PAVLOV presented a list of 8 potential names, including Wheels, to two focus 
groups of which they were tasked to rank the list of names provided.  Both focus groups and 
PAVLOV recommended the name of TRI-GO as the preferred name.  
 
At the August 2016 Project & Services meeting, PAVLOV presented the short list of names to 
replace the Wheels brand. The Project & Services Committee expressed interest in the name 
TRI-GO and directed staff to conduct a community survey to receive input.  The community 
survey was conducted electronically and advertised thru several mediums, including Nextdoor, 
Facebook, Twitter, and surveying at Las Positas College.  
 
There were a total of 391 surveys taken (survey and results available in Attachment 1 to this staff 
report).  A review of the survey shows that 44.2% voted in favor of keeping the Wheels brand, 
which is an understandable reaction given the Wheels brand has strong recognition in the Tri-
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Valley. When setting aside the current Wheels brand result in the survey and considering the 
other 14 names that were presented, names starting with TRI proved to have strong performance; 
over 67% of respondents resonated with names starting with TRI.  Further, looking into 
participant feedback, TRI-GO took the lead out of all other names that were suggested. 
 
The Project & Services Committee felt that the survey information had helped them narrow 
down the decision to two possibilities—keeping the current name Wheels and working on an 
updated logo and messaging, or going with Tri-GO and moving forward to final logo and 
messaging.  The direction of the Project & Services Committee was to forward the information 
to the LAVTA Board for discussion. 
 
Discussion 
The consultant recommendation is to replace the current Wheels brand with TRI-GO.  
Although Wheels has leverage able assets such as the name being easy to remember, strong 
name recognition, and associations with transportation, it does carry undesirable barriers—
mainly the perception by many residents that it is inconvenient. Additionally, the name triggers 
to many residents images of a cartoon nursery song, or organizations that have a similar brand, 
such as Meals On Wheels. Re-immerging in the Tri-Valley with a new name gives LAVTA the 
opportunity to start fresh with messaging about new convenience with additional 15-minute 
frequency, speed in its express runs, etc. 
 
At the Board meeting staff will provide a brief presentation and anticipates a robust discussion 
on the rebranding project.  Additionally, attached to this staff report is a sample TRI-GO logo to 
facilitate discussion.  The goal is to have a name selected at the latest in November so that 
marketing efforts are not delayed. 
 
Recommendation 
The staff recommendation is that the Board receives a report on the FY2017 Rebranding Project 
and provides direction to staff. 
 
 
Attachment: 

1. Marketing Survey 
2. Sample TRI-GO logo 
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